Contemporary Ecopoetry: A Sample Bibliography

Ammons, A.R. Ammons. Garbage
Astley, Neil, ed. Earth Shattering.
Baca, Jimmy Santiago. Martin and Meditations on the South Valley.
----------. Black Mesa Poems.
----------. Winter Poems along the Rio Grande
Bly, Robert. News from the Universe.
Daniel, John, ed. Wild Song: Poems of the Natural World.
Durand, Marcella. The Anatomy of Oil. (Belladonna Books)
Hogan, Linda. The Book of Medicines.
Holmes, Nancy, ed. Open Wide A Wilderness.
Levertov, Denise. Evening Train.
----------. Sands of the Well.
McKay, Don. Camber.
----------. Field Marks: The Poetry of Don McKay.
Melendez, Maria. How Long She’ll Last in this World.
Riordan, Maurice. Wild Reckoning An Anthology of Poems Provoked by Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring.
Snyder, Gary. Myths & Texts.
----------. Riprap and Cold Mt. Poems.
----------. Turtle Island.
----------. "Ancient Forests of the Far West" (essay) in The Practice of the Wild.
Oliver, Mary. American Primitive.
Witte, John. The Hurtling.